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The class of connectivity functions and two similarly defined classes are shown to be distinct. 
This note is the result of a discussion with 7.3. Jones concerning the preceding 
paper ‘“An Erroneous Argument” by B.D. Garrett. The classes of functions defirted 
there turn out :o be distinct. As in the other paper, no notational distinction is made 
between a function and its graph. Let f( f ) be the part above the graph (i.e. 
{(x, y) 1 y > f(x)}) and f( - ) the part below. Consider three classes (of fzxtions 
with dense graphs. Let % represent the ~1;~s of connectivity functions 
(i.e. f is connected), let & yepresent functions of type i’! (i.e. each arc intersecting 
p’( + ) and f( - ) intersects f), and let g represent functions of type P (i.e. each 
pseudo arc intersecting f( + ) and f( - 3 intersects f). 
rocif. % $i d given in [I] 
Let f ble a function with dense graph with psf 9. Thiere is a pseudlol arc, 
ckses not meet f (since f has a dense gralph, a continuum which is not a ver 
always meets f ( + ) and f( - )). Construct a fmilp t&j d vertical lines index 
the dye&r * ,s:i~x4s as follows. (See Fig. I_.) Choose (b. to the left of 2, both meethg 
and Ir. Let A0 and A 1 be points of lo n Md and I, n A42 respectively a& kr M’: ‘be a 
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sub-pseudo arc of M4 irreducible between A0 and I4, and similarly Md between I4 
and A,. Mi and 3 intersect 14 in disjoint closed sets for otherwise M4 would equal 
M4 U Ma and be decomposable. Let A4 be a ve 1 arc on I4 irreducible between 
these two closed sets. In a similar way define and Ad corresponding to the 
dyadic. rationals. Since the width of the ‘8 goes to zero, observe 
convergent sequence \ ,E nais (a) the diameters of M, (a 
must go to zero. Consider ki = It can be seen that all points of a4 except A0 
and A 1 are cutpoints, so A is an a;c. A \ U A, C so A nf=8; hence f$EX 
To show the containment of & in 9 is proper, a ment A [l] can be used. Let g 
be a function in %. Let be a horizontal arc. Define f by 
p(x;l:= g(x) if (4 g(x)) e 
f(x) = g(x) f 1 otherwise. 
Now still meets f( + ) and f( - ) since it is horizantal, but f n 
any pseudo arc F contains a sub-pseudo arc that 
wish to than is helpful comments. 
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